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Presentation On The Theme Of The Great Patriotic War In Russian Literature

In 1942, the first motion picture was shot according to the script by Konstantin Simonov ('A Guy from Our City').. In 1942, Konstantin Simonov was awarded the title of senior battalion commissar, in 1943 - the rank of lieutenant colonel, and after the war - colonel.. • Educational: to acquaint the students with the poems of KM Simonova 'Do you remember, Alyosha, the roads of Smolensk', S.. The
most famous Soviet writers and poets constantly appeared in the mass media: K.. As a military correspondent visited all fronts, he was in Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Poland, Germany, witnessed the latest battles for Berlin.. • Military correspondent of the newspaper Krasnaya Zvezda K Simonov • The Soviet press and radio launched a wide patriotic propaganda, turned to the historical traditions
of Russia and the Russian army; sometimes they did not care too much about the truthfulness of the details, the images of new heroes: Nikolai Gastello, who brought down his crippled aircraft onto a column of enemy tanks; the young partisans Zoe Kosmodemyanskaya and Sasha Chekalin, hanged by the occupiers; fighters of the division of General I.

The mobilization of the Soviet economy, which resulted after Stalin's speech to the nation on 3 July 1941, was a secondary factor leading to the success of the Great Patriotic War, between Russia and Germany.. In the hardest years of the severe trials of the Great Patriotic War, Soviet cultural figures - writers and poets, artists and composers, film and radio workers - gave their talent to victory over
the enemy.. M Simonov, A N Tolstoy, M I Sholokhov, A T Twardowski, A A Gorbatov and many others.. The song 'Holy war' (words of VI Lebedev-Kumach, music of Alexander Alexandrov) thundered throughout the country and became a symbol of time.. A huge popularity acquired poems by AA Surkov's 'Dugout' and 'Wait for me' KM Simonova; poem 'Vasily Terkin' by A.. Almost half of
them fell in battles for the freedom of the homeland, was wounded.. S The Great Patriotic War became the culminating point of the new concept of Russian history, but In this chapter I examine the political uses of the Great Patriotic War in post-Soviet Russia as part of Drawing on both this secondary literature and my own research, I set out here to compare the Yeltsin.. V Panfilov, at the cost of
their own lives, who did not miss German tanks to Moscow; Alexander Matrosov, who closed his body with the embrasure of the enemy dugout.. Orlov 'He was buried in an earthly ball', D S From the first days of the Great Patriotic War, Konstantin Simonov was in the army: he was the correspondent of the newspapers Krasnaya Zvezda, Pravda, Komsomolskaya Pravda, Battle Flag, etc.. More than a
thousand members of the Writers' Union created their works directly at the front and in partisan detachments.

Second World War in the literature of the 20th century Prepared by a pupil of the 8th grade: Alexei Barinov.
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